
 

 

 
 
PRECIOUS METALS: An Update                                                 May 22, 2018  
 
 
A few weeks ago in our last look at the metals (METALS: Dollar Pressured, May  8, 
2018), we anticipated that dollar strength would drive metals prices lower but at some 
point, metals prices would discount the dollar rally. Some of our subjective time factors 
have proven ineffective for a metals low but patterns and other considerations continue 
to suggest that this weakness will present a buying opportunity and probably sooner 
rather than later. 
 
We will start today with a brief discussion of the CFTC Commitment of Traders Report 
and the historical behavior of the Net Commercial position in gold (futures and delta 
weighted options). We did not discuss this topic in our last article. Our first 3 charts today 
show the period from late 2003 through present. The net position is plotted in in red and 
blue versus a weekly price chart. We have not plotted every weekly statistic but 
restricted our observations to those relatively smaller positions in blue which 
materialized near price lows and the larger red net positions which materialized near 
price highs. A table summarizing the largest liquidations of short positions which have 
occurred 2003 will follow the charts.  
                                                    Gold: Weekly Chart (1) 

  
 
When looking at the charts, note that all positions are in parenthesis meaning that the 
position has been net short throughout the 15-year period. One might also note that net 



short positions greater the 300,000 are historically large and tend to be followed by price 
highs. Between 2009 and the final gold high in 2011 however, when the market was in a 
bull phase, positions of this magnitude were followed by price highs and liquidations but 
not  severe nor long sustaining in time. We will elaborate upon that later.   
 
                                               Gold: Weekly Chart (2) 

 
 
 
 
                                                   Gold: Weekly Chart (3) 

 
 
 
 
 



On the table below which follows we have noted 9 historical liquidations of the net 
commercial short position in percentage terms and time duration. (The magnitude in 
contracts may be arrived at by taking the difference between the two positions for each 
observation.) There are 2 “neighborhoods” of percenatges which are worth noting: 60% 
to 70% and around 90%. These are the areas which are most likley going to correlate 
with the end of a liquidation impling a price low.      
 

 
 
 
 
Since gold bottomed in late 2016, the swings in position size and price have been 
quicker and more volatile. We have basically reduced them to the following 3 
observations. The 4th is the current period in progress and reflects the latest CFTC data 
as of May15.   
 

 
Not only are these percentages relatively close in value but they are also close to the 
previous historical observations above in the first table. The daily chart which shows  



The gold price movement which equates to the foregoing liquidations follows below. It is 
weekly. It should be apparent that the liquidation of the net short position correlates with 
pullbacks in the market. Since silver is not going anywhere with gold, it is perhaps 
important to have some supporting evidence of a low in gold or approaching low. 
     
                                                   Gold: Weekly Chart (4)  

 
 
Our final chart today is intended to bring focus to the fact that turns in the precious 
sector often correlate with inter-market divergence in price behavior between gold and 
silver. The chart below illustrates 3 such instances. At 1, gold successfully retests a low 
while the silver fails and breaks to a new low. At 2, silver makes a new rally high but gold 
fails to do so.  At 3 which is just a few sessions ago, the gold traded to a new low for the 
current decline but the silver has not. It is supporting evidence. 
 
                                   Gold and Silver: Daily continuation Charts (5)     

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      
  
Disclaimer: 
This information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy the futures or futures options 
named herein. The information in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but is not necessarily all 
inclusive and is not guaranteed as to the accuracy, and is not to be construed as representation by us. The market 
recommendations contained herein represent the opinions of the author. Such opinions are subject to change without notice. 
Reliance upon information in this market report is at the sole risk of the reader. Trading in futures and options on futures 
involves substantial risk of loss and should not be considered appropriate for everyone. Past performance is no guarantee of 
future performance and it should not be assumed that future profits will match or exceed past profits.         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




